Academic Leadership

College Mission, Focus, and Goals

The College mission, "To see and understand, to envision and create" developed from the founding mission of the School of Architecture in 1965: "To see, to draw, to build."

The College focus on "Space, Technology, and Place" resonates with both faculty and alumni. This focus built on past strengths, while unifying broad faculty interests in common themes.

Curriculum: Changes and Innovations

The curriculum of an academic program is an ever-evolving process, balancing national accreditation criteria, professional trends, university requirements, collective faculty beliefs, and individual faculty interpretations of individual courses.

The College curriculum has traditionally combined a design orientation with a strong emphasis in technology. In 1996, a major curriculum change for the B. Arch. program retained a design emphasis while improving opportunities for students to pursue personal interests. Some key changes included:

- a reduction in the percentage of professional courses.
- an introduction of two required freehand drawing courses and a computer course.
- a significant increase in non-architecture electives, from one to nine.

As a result of the curriculum changes, approximately 15% of a graduating class has pursued minors or majors in other academic disciplines such as:

- Anthropology
- Business
- Engineering
- History
- Languages
- Ornamental Horticulture
- Philosophy
- Sculpture
- Urban Studies

Marleen Kay Davis involvement

In an academic environment, the definition of the mission and curriculum is a faculty effort in which a multitude of voices are heard. Leadership comes through identifying common denominators within the faculty that allow general agreement, while preserving individual faculty initiative and identity.
Academic Leadership

Recruiting:
Students, Faculty and Placement of Graduates

A great program depends on great students and faculty; therefore, recruiting was the top priority for Marleen Davis’ activities as dean.

Student Recruiting and Retention

Both architecture and interior design attract the highest quality under-graduates on the campus, with an entering high school GPA of 3.8, a significant increase from 3.3 in 1995.

When corrected for the five year B. Arch. program, the College has the highest retention rates on the campus.

Director of Advising from 1968-1998 Tom Davis deserves great credit for student recruiting and advising, as does his successor, Kathy Proctor.

Faculty Recruiting and Retention

Dedicated faculty members are the key to the success of the College. Faculty development has been the top priority in fundraising, with five new endowments since 1995 devoted to faculty development.

The College has had the benefit of 15 tenure-track appointments since 1995, and has been able to competitively recruit high quality faculty members.

Over 75% of the faculty members have professional licenses.

Diversity

Through a sustained effort in recruiting and mentoring, the College has seen a ten-fold increase in African American students. The College supported the formation of a student chapter of NOMA: National Organization of Minority Architects.

Students need many types of role models, and the College invited diverse individuals to the campus for faculty positions, for visiting lecturers, and for other events.

Placement of Graduates:
TAAST Career Days

Working with the university Career Service Office, the College created a highly respected process for career interviews during TAAST: The Annual Architecture Sprint Thing. On some occasions, the number of interviewers has exceeded the number of graduates. Students received extensive advice regarding their resume, portfolio, and interviewing strategy.
Robert B. Church III Lecture Series

Named in honor of a former dean, the Robert B. Church III Memorial Lecture Series Endowment has made a first-rate lecture series possible. In many cases, an exhibit has complemented the lecture.

With a diverse range of events, the lecture series has proven to be very valuable to the School of Architecture in a number of ways:

- The lecture series' posters provided a visible index of the intellectual energy at the University of Tennessee.
- Student learning has been enhanced, with broad exposure to contemporary ideas, recent scholarship, interdisciplinary issues, and professional trends.
- Alumni and regional practitioners regularly participated in these events, gaining continuing education credit.
- The lecture series provided the groundwork for expanded networking among architectural educators, ultimately enhancing efforts to recruit new faculty.
- Faculty member Dean Almy designed the poster series, based on provocative images of Tennessee. Distributed nationwide to alumni and other architecture programs, the posters established visibility and identity for the University of Tennessee.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:

While many faculty were involved in planning the lecture series, this was an important priority for Marleen Kay Davis as dean. She provided many of the lecture introductions and personally hosted most visitors.

Between 1994 and 2003, Professor Thomas K. Davis was indispensable in arranging approximately 200 lectures, 70 film showings, and 70 exhibits. Exhibits were held in the Art + Architecture Building, in the Ewing Gallery or on the "Wall" adjacent to the Commons.
Exhibitions and Special Events

While the College sponsored many activities and events, two events have national significance as major contributions to scholarship within the discipline.

Exhibit and Catalog
The Architecture of Bruce McCarty: Selected Projects

This exhibit and catalog documented five decades of significant design work by Bruce McCarty, the highly respected architect in Tennessee.

In 1955, The Today Show on ABC invited Bruce McCarty and his wife Elizabeth to discuss his designs for the affordable house of the future, which included standardized construction and components. In addition to his award-winning architectural practice, Bruce McCarty was a driving force in the 1965 creation of the School of Architecture and in the 1972 creation of the East Tennessee Community Design Center, which is one of the oldest such pro-bono design centers in the country.

ACSA Regional Conference
Modern Architecture: An Incomplete Project

The University of Tennessee hosted this conference, including a national call for papers as well as inviting a wide range of key-note speakers and moderators.

The conference goal was to promote a critical reassessment of modernism, exploring a range of related themes.

The Conference Co-chairs were Jon Coddington and T.K. Davis, who later served as co-chairs for the record-breaking 2003 AIA Tennessee Annual Conference.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
In both the conference and in the exhibit, Marleen Kay Davis provided strong intellectual leadership by identifying basic concepts and themes. In both cases, she contributed to the publication with an introduction. She solicited private funds for both events.

Like so many other activities in the College, neither the exhibit nor the conference would have been possible without countless of hours of preparation by many individuals.
Creating the College Board of Advisors

Because the University of Tennessee School of Architecture had been founded in 1965, its oldest alumni were barely 50 when Dean Davis was appointed in 1994. The relatively "young" College had few alumni traditions.

In addition to inviting alumni to College events throughout the year, Marleen Davis organized a 30th Anniversary and a 35th Anniversary Celebration for the College. These events reconnected alumni to the College, with exhibits, open studios, continuing education seminars, and social events.

The College Board of Advisors first convened in 1999. While the Tennessee architects knew the state architectural community well, they were only one third of the Board members. The Board expanded the state network to include successful alumni in diverse roles and other professionals from around the country.

Although similar in mission to many other college advisory boards, this board proved to be valuable for both the College and the Board Members.

- Board members enjoyed reconnecting with the College, as well as networking with other successful professionals.
- The College faculty, students, and administration received profound benefit from the support of the Board as well as from the many ideas and suggestions.

Board meetings were very well attended and typically included animated discussion, activities with students and faculty, a visiting speaker, an executive session, and social events.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
As dean, Marleen Davis was the central person in developing alumni relations and in the creation of the Board of Advisors. She communicated enthusiasm for the program, recruited Board Members, and structured meaningful, and enjoyable, Board meetings.

The College Board of Advisors would not have been possible without the dedicated work of the University development staff. When the College Development Officer Vicki Hall retired, the Board presented her with a gift and collection of sketches, as well as an invitation to join the Board.
Adding Interior Design

In 1997, the University of Tennessee Interior Design Program transferred to the College of Architecture from the College of Human Ecology. Nationwide, Interior Design has typically been located in an art department or some type of home economics department.

The University of Tennessee became one of only a dozen colleges nationwide that had both design disciplines in the same college. Improvements included:

- Emphasis on “design” within “Interior Design.”
- Recruitment of higher quality students, consistent with the academic profile of the architecture students.
- Development of required courses in Interior Design that are appealing electives for the architecture students, such as furniture design, color theory, and materials.
- Development of an innovative “4+2” curriculum in which qualified Interior Design students receive advance standing in the M. Arch. program, allowing them to receive a B.S. in Interior Design after 4 years, followed by an M. Arch. in 2 years.
- Development of a unified first and second year curriculum for both architecture and interior design students with seven common courses.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Like any reorganization, a number of growing pains accompanied this change. Marleen Davis managed funding issues and expectations. More substantively, she tried to assist the Interior Design faculty in identifying and preserving the autonomy of the program while promoting collaboration with the much larger architecture program.

The College Board of Advisors, with both architects and interior designers, was especially helpful in communicating ideas regarding interior design education. Their insights arose from their awareness of contemporary practice as well as national trends in design education.
Teaching Mission

Promoting Learning

Faculty and students alike work extremely hard, with great dedication.

Over the course of a year, hundreds of regional professionals participate in student classes for presentations, field trips, discussions, and/or reviews.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Within the Art + Architecture Building, and especially at the end of each semester, Marleen Kay Davis tried to create an atmosphere of energy, celebration, and professionalism.

- She provided a modest stipend to promote the invitation of regional professionals and educators as guests.
- She secured a number of jury spaces for the public display of final designs.
- She made it a point to visit each final review and to join the jury for a short period.
- She effected many facility improvements for better working environments and display areas.

Digital technology has been completely transformed since the arrival of Dean Davis in 1994, when the nearest copy machine was across the campus in the library. Generous funding was secured for hardware and software, as well as for an indispensable Coordinator of Computing. In 1996, the College was the first program in the state to require a laptop.

Rather than emphasizing a "paperless" approach to design through computing, the College secured funding for an extensive "Image Center" that has had a dramatic effect in the visual communication of information, from student presentations to portfolios.

Managing the Image Center funding, equipment, student workers, payment for services, and policies has been an administrative challenge and success story in the College.

The addition of graphic design electives for architecture students has proven to promote collateral learning and to set high standards for presentations in the College.

It should be noted that at the same time that the College was increasing its digital services, it also changed its curriculum to add freehand drawing courses.
Promoting Learning
Off - Campus

Each year since its founding in 1965, the School of Architecture has offered an international study program for its students. Fourth-year students are strongly encouraged to study off campus in different programs sponsored by the College or in any number of programs with other institutions. As a clear indicator of program quality, approximately 60 – 75% of the fourth year students participate in an off-campus course of study.

International Programs
Since 1988, the UT College of Architecture and Design has sponsored a design studio exchange in Eastern Europe, with the University of Krakow, with an average annual participation of 25 students. Other semester off campus study arrangements include the Denmark International Studio and the International Integrated Architectures Studio at the Bauhaus University Weimar in Germany. In addition, students participate in the National Student Exchange Service program.

Faculty-led Summer “Grand Tour” Programs
Each year, different faculty members in the College have planned fascinating summer courses of study, typically open to students in all three degree programs in the College. In the last five years, students have attended any one of the following short summer programs with College faculty:
- Florence, lead by Diane Fox,
- Rome, lead by Brian Ambroziak
- The Work of Le Corbusier in France, lead by Barbara Klinkhammer
- International Urban Design Workshop in Berlin, led by Sigismund Sliwinski
- Netherlands Architecture of the 20th Century, with Maia Small and Andrew Thurlow
- Florence Architecture, lead by Adam Drisin and Andrew Thurlow
- Berlin, City of Scars: Interdisciplinary Program, with Edgar Stach and Peter Hoeyng.

Faculty-led Field Trips
Each year, faculty members plan ambitious field trips to any variety of locations such as New York, Los Angeles, or Chicago, Las Vegas, Washington D.C., Charleston, Seaside, or Selma Alabama, to name a few.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Faculty clearly took initiative in planning meaningful off-campus trips. As dean, Marleen Davis oversaw the logistics and financing of these activities.
Special Events and Activities

The College of Architecture and Design is committed to providing a variety of meaningful learning experiences and opportunities beyond the basic professional core program. Local practicing architects participate in many school activities and courses. In addition, the school has provided a number of funded continuing education opportunities for the regional profession.

TAAST: The Annual Architecture Spring Thing

Every week in the spring, students plan a series of events including activities for elementary students, contests, lectures, a product show, a kickball tournament, and the annual Beaux Arts Ball. Career days bring approximately 30 firms to the campus for interviews with graduating students.

Continuing Education

With the exception of the AIA components, The University of Tennessee is the only AIA Continuing Education Provider in the state. The college was able to secure continuing education credit for the lecture series and other events open to the public. In addition, the college received funding to sponsor well attended continuing education programs.

Communication

Posters, invitations, postcards, and newsletters promote a sense of community.
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Promoting Excellence
In Student Work: Awards

Tau Sigma Delta Awards
The annual Tau Sigma Delta Award is given to an outstanding fifth year student, as selected by an invited jury that reviews final design projects.

Shown at right is the 2004 winning project by Amanda Shadowens, a Transit Center for Knoxville. Marleen Kay Davis served as the major advisor for the project.

National Design Awards
Architecture students from the University of Tennessee have received a number of national design awards for work usually completed in the 3rd or 4th year studio courses.

Innovation in Steel, 2001
ACSA AISC Design Competition
Community Fitness Center
- 3rd Place Award: Trevor Lee
- Hon. Mention: Pawel Kochanek
269 entries, from 30 programs
Faculty sponsor: T.K. Davis

Sustainable Design, 2001
Leading Edge Student Competition
Instructional Facility in California
- 2nd Place: Dominik Starzycki
- Merit Award: Iwona Czerwinska
- Merit Award: Mario Piccolo
Faculty sponsor: Mark DeKay

ACSA /Wood Products Council
Student Competition 2002
Arboretum Visitor Center
- Hon. Mention: Taylor Wells
120 entries, from 24 programs
Faculty Sponsor: William Martella

Innovation in Steel, 2003
ACSA AISC Design Competition
Performing Arts Center
- Hon. Mention: Lance Champion
Faculty Sponsor: Andrew Thurlow
- Hon. Mention: Jon Reynolds
Faculty Sponsor: T.K. Davis
279 entries, from 45 programs

Monterey Housing Concepts Competition, Student Division, 2003
- 1st Place Award: Eric Hawkins
Faculty Sponsor: William Martella
- Hon Mention: Stacey Shepard
Faculty Sponsor: Scott Kinzy
- Hon Mention: Michael Ochoa
- Hon Mention: Joshua Spence
Faculty Sponsor: William Martella

Innovation in Steel, 2004
ACSA AISC Design Competition
Student Union Building
- Hon. Mention: Robert Tait
410 entries, from 40 programs Faculty sponsor: William Martella

Transit Center for Knoxville, Amanda Shadowens, 2004 Tau Sigma Delta Award, Marleen Davis faculty advisor
Personal Teaching in the Studio and Arc 101

While Marleen Davis has taught design studio at all levels, she is especially dedicated to working with beginning students.

The projects shown on this page are a small representative of her design studio teaching from Syracuse University. In 1992, she received the prestigious Syracuse University Scholar Teacher of the Year Award, given to the single faculty member who exemplifies a unification of teaching with scholarship and creative activity.

In the design studio, Marleen Davis structured assignments in order to promote analytical and creative thinking. She understands that students learn in different ways and respond to different types of challenges.

As first year coordinator, Marleen Davis outlined course objectives, schedules, readings, and lectures, while giving latitude to individual interpretation by the different faculty members. At the end of each year, she assembled a course book with a record of all assignments and student work. These booklets have assisted many new faculty members as an important resource.

Arc 101

As dean, Marleen Davis has consistently taught the introductory lecture course for all 120 freshmen, Arc 101, An Introduction to Architecture. She has taught some version of this course to more than 2500 students.

In Arc 101, Marleen Davis attempts to answer the question, "What Distinguishes Architecture from Building?" by focusing on ideas in architecture. In order to be consistent with the curricular focus of the University of Tennessee, she structured the course around architectural ideas in three broad themes:
- Space
- Technology
- Place.

The final two weeks of the course outlines issues related to the profession:
- Becoming an Architect
- Building a Project
- Working with Clients
- Running a Firm

She has developed a course web site and received a University award for an innovative web-based assignment.
College Outreach

Urban Design Center in Chattanooga
Professor Stroud Watson
1982 - present

Using Chattanooga as a laboratory for design ideas since 1982, Professor Stroud Watson's student projects for the city have provoked speculation and change.

Professor Stroud Watson has been an indispensable factor in the entire "success story" of Chattanooga, now internationally recognized as a model city. By insisting on the importance of public spaces and public participation in the urban design process, Professor Watson has earned the trust and respect of citizens and leaders in Chattanooga.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Since arriving as dean in 1994, Marleen Davis sought greater visibility for the Chattanooga Urban Design Studio, so that the success in Chattanooga could serve as a model elsewhere.

Marleen Davis played a key role in securing the following awards:
- A.I.A. Jefferson Award for Stroud Watson, 2000
- A.C.S.A. Distinguished Professor Award for Stroud Watson
- Tennessee Higher Education Commission Service Award for Stroud Watson

During her tenure as dean, the national significance of the Chattanooga experience was celebrated in the following major media efforts:
- "Back from the Brink" video featuring Chattanooga as one of three cities where design has made a difference. This was funded by the American Architecture Foundation.
- Parade magazine cover story from 1999.

Throughout Tennessee, Marleen Davis worked with different communities that desired to involve the College of Architecture and Design in something "similar to, but different than, Chattanooga." Responding to the unique needs and conditions of each community, she helped to develop different college outreach efforts in different cities: Knoxville, Kingsport, Memphis, and Nashville.

2004 for Chattanooga developed by Urban Design Center, incorporating faculty research in sustainable design
Faculty Outreach in Nashville 1992-1999

A variety of faculty activities ultimately led to the creation of the Nashville Civic Design Center, established in 2000. [see exhibit 16]

Professor Jon Coddington
Working with the Office of the State Architect, Professor Jon Coddington contributed design vision in all phases of the award winning Bicentennial Mall in Nashville, collaborating with professional colleagues and alumni throughout the state.

With his students, Professor Coddington also developed master plan concepts for this sector of the city. Using this student work as a foundation, Professor Coddington worked with consultants in the development of the final master plan for the area.

Professor Mark Schimmenti
Since 1996, Professor Mark Schimmenti has worked closely with the Urban Design Forum of Nashville, by establishing courses, workshops, charettes, and symposia. A major charette for "SoBro" the area south of Broadway, involved many faculty and local professionals.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Marleen Davis assisted both faculty members in funding issues.

Marleen Davis was a full participant in the design team involved in the So Bro charette.
Kingsport Regional Studio
Professor Thomas K. Davis
1995 - 2001

This sponsored design studio gave undergraduates the opportunity to address actual design problems of the region as part of their regular required coursework.

Designed by John Nolen, Kingsport is the largest planned city built in the United States between 1910-1968. Working within the historic plan, Professor Davis and his students addressed compelling contemporary urban issues such as declining commercial activity, the lack of residential opportunities, the role of public spaces, and the challenge of the automobile.

In Bristol, where Main Street is the state line between Tennessee and Virginia, Professor Davis teamed with faculty and students from the University of Virginia, integrating efforts in historic preservation, planning and landscape architecture.

Since 1995, approximately 150 students have generated individual design ideas for over twenty different sites in the Kingsport region. In addition to working with the students, Professor Davis has assisted the area by organizing exhibitions, presentations workshops, and visits to other regional cities. Other faculty members have also offered studios in conjunction with this effort.

Professor Davis prepared a Plan for Kingsport which was published as a 11 page insert in the Sunday Edition of the Kingsport Times newspaper.

Professor Davis has presented work from his Kingsport Regional Studio at a number of ACSA Conferences. In 2003, he received "The Keys to the City" from the Tennessee and Virginia Mayors of Bristol.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
In the fall of 1994, local leaders and architects from the Kingsport area asked Dean Davis to help form "something like Chattanooga" in their community.

Marleen Davis was involved with the original conceptualization of the Design Studio and its funding. Throughout the six year period in which it was active, she provided encouragement, advice, and assistance.
College Outreach

Memphis Center for Architecture with Coleman Coker 1996 - 2000

The Memphis Center for Architecture was a spring semester course of study for advanced design students in architecture, landscape architecture, and interior design.

The Memphis Center took advantage of the unique attributes and creative heritage of Memphis and its region. Students were immersed in the rich and vibrant context of the area, exploring the interrelationship of regional identity and tectonics, under the leadership of the nationally known Memphis architect and artist, Coleman Coker.

Each year, the Memphis Center hosted a regional design charrette, related to urban issues in Memphis. This four day event typically attracted 50 – 70 students and faculty from 7-10 regional schools. In addition, the Center hosted a popular annual Open House for regional professionals.

The curriculum at the Memphis Center involved courses devoted to the culture of Memphis, philosophy, and studio explorations related to materials in Memphis.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Working with Coleman Coker in establishing the Memphis Center for Architecture was one of the most gratifying accomplishments of Marleen Davis’ tenure as dean. Coleman Coker provided a profound learning experience for the participating students.

Within the bureaucracy of the participating universities, funding the Memphis Center proved to be a serious challenge. Marleen Davis was able to structure student fees to support rent, equipment, salaries, course credit, and transfer applications for visiting students.

Dan Bennett, Dean of the University of Arkansas at the time, was invaluable in supporting the program and in providing students.

Although Marleen Davis developed a strategy to recruit students from other public and private universities, recruiting visiting students from other institutions was difficult. Ultimately, the program had difficulty securing enough students to "break even" because both Arkansas and Tennessee also offered competing off-campus programs in Rome, Krakow, Chattanooga, Mexico City, Germany, and Copenhagen.
Since 1997, Professor David Fox has led students in a three-part program in which they design, detail, and eventually construct a low cost, energy efficient house in an inner city neighborhood of Chattanooga.

Typically, the design phase takes place during the studio sequence, when students work closely with a range of experts and representatives from Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprises, the development corporation that finances the construction. Construction takes place during the summer, when students form the construction crew.

In 2001, this program expanded to include students from an inner city high school. Six houses have been completed and sold, while additional work continues each summer.

This initiative has received federal and local funding. Professor Fox is seeking to develop this model in Knoxville.

**National significance:**
The Studio in Sustainability received a national award from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.

**Marleen Kay Davis involvement:**
While this was a series of faculty-driven courses and projects, Marleen Kay Davis assisted with encouragement, advice, and assistance in managing funds.

Special administrative challenges for this program included grant writing, funding, code-compliance, and liability issues for student construction workers.
Nashville Civic Design Center
Prof. Mark Schimmenti
Professor Thomas K. Davis
2000 - present

Following a campaign promise, Mayor Bill Purcell created a Task Force that researched different models for a design center, developed a proposal, and assembled a series of funding commitments from public and private entities. In December 2000, the Mayor announced the formation of the Nashville Civic Design Center, with Professor Mark Schimmenti as the Director of Design and Vanderbilt University’s James Sanlin as Director of Operations.

According to Mayor Purcell, "The Nashville Civic Design Center will provide a means for the public to participate in issues that relate to the planning and physical growth of our city. And, for all of us, both public servants and private citizens, it will raise our consciousness—and our expectations—about what our urban environment can, and should, look like..." The Center has benefited from the involvement of a blue ribbon Board of Directors who gave guidance and support.

The Plan of Nashville
Inspired by Burnham’s Plan of Chicago, the Nashville Civic Design Center developed a long-term visionary plan for Nashville, involving more than 800 citizens in 47 different public meetings over a two year period. The Plan identified Ten Guiding Principles, as well as comprehensive visions for neighborhoods and districts adjacent to the downtown.

The plan was published in a book entitled The Plan of Nashville: Avenues to a Great City. Nashville writer Christine Kreyling wrote the text, while the Design Center staff coordinated hundreds of illustrations.

Marleen Kay Davis involvement:
Behind the scenes, Marleen Davis was involved in developing the overall structure. In a time of tight academic budgets, she secured funding for the Center from the Office of the President at the University of Tennessee.

Marleen Davis was also part of the editorial team for the Plan of Nashville book.
Sharing Expertise

"Civic Design: Seven Case Studies from Tennessee"

Because of the number and diversity of the community design structures at the University of Tennessee, Marleen Davis has made four national presentations regarding different models. She compares the various community design initiatives based on mission, structure, and funding. She also identifies three key factors for success, as well as potential conflicts of interest.

Invited presentations have been made at both AIA and ACSA events.

**UT Campus Master Plan**

In 2000, UT President Wade Gilley announced a moratorium on all building until a Campus Master Plan was in place and named Marleen Davis as chair for this effort. The committee included trustees and the Vice Presidents for Research, Operations, Athletics, Student Affairs, and Academic Affairs. This diverse group unified behind the goal of a "Pedestrian Friendly Campus" with ten principles. All future public spaces and building sites were identified, as were priorities and funding.

Ultimately, Marleen Davis made over 20 presentations regarding the Master Plan. For the first time, significant state funding had been targeted for two important exterior spaces, setting higher standards of quality for the campus environment.

**Civic Vision for Knoxville**

Working with a Task Force of 25, Marleen Davis served as the co-chair of a three year effort to develop a Civic Vision for Downtown Knoxville. Because of city and county elections, the Task Force worked with four mayors, as well as 500 participants in seven public meetings.

In a national search, the Task Force secured the expert consulting services of Crandall-Arambula from Portland. The principles and recommendations from the Civic Vision are guiding downtown development in Knoxville.

**Webb School of Knoxville**

**Campus Master Plan**

Marleen Davis was instrumental in convincing school trustees to em-bark on a campus master plan and competitive interview process before starting work on a Science Center.

As a result, the school is now in a capital campaign for a comprehensive design that will relocate roads and parking in order to create a central Commons with a Science Center.
Profile as ACSA President, 2008 - 2009

Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture

The elected position as President of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture is a three year service commitment, as President-Elect, President, and Past President. The President works with the ACSA Board and ACSA Staff in service to the schools of architecture.

Major activities and key issues faced by ACSA in 2008 - 2009 include:

Planning for the 100th Anniversary of ACSA in 2012.
Continuing ACSA support for the newly created National Academy of Environmental Design.
Promoting diversity in partnership with the AIA in its Gateway Commitment.
Developing the ACSA position regarding the revision of NAAB accreditation standards.

Working with AIA, NAAB, NCARB, and AIAS to propose an “Education Analysis” a cross-collateral study of what an architect needs to know and when.

Creation of the College of Distinguished Professors.

Indexing past ACSA publications and conference proceedings.

“Design...in the Economy, in the University, and in the Curriculum” as the theme for the ACSA Administrators Conference in Savannah.

“The Value of Design” as the theme of the ACSA Annual Meeting in Portland, with over 400 attendees.

Weekly ACSA Updates with a short message and three key issues.

Monthly “Letters from the President” addressing the following themes:

• Design Education
• Committing to Diversity in Education
• The Evolution of Accreditation
• Environmental Responsibility
• Research and Peer Recognition
• Developing a “Plan B” for Graduates
• Reflections on Leadership

ACSA Goes to San Francisco for the 2008 Annual Conference

Education Analysis in Architecture DRAFT

“What Does an Architect Need to Know, and Why is this Important?”

This proposal outlines an examination and comprehensive analysis of the available educational resources for preparing students for a world class as well as doing academic research, doing professional practice, and learning new nations.

The study is broadly supported by the five key professional ‘collateral’ organizations identified by the Executive Board as having responsibilities for academic, professional, and economic. This study will expand critical information about the value of certain education programs, while providing insight into the design mind and education challenges of methods through the traditional global centers of opinion. Furthermore, such a study can also expand a more formal presentation for other professional education programs such as engineering, medicine, or fine arts.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

Ask Gateway Commitment

April 2008, Saint Louis

We, the participants of the world-wide AIA’s Gateway Commitment, are committed to public service within our profession and its responsibilities to the community.

We believe this requires a commitment to the following:

• Increasing our communication to articulate a specific agenda
• Developing our leadership opportunities; and
• Making our profession synonymous with leadership in the community.

We therefore commit to:

• Sharing and implementing best practices in promoting diversity;
• Remaining and creating the broad support in our profession;
• Expanding the appropriate resources to maintain these conditions.

Our partners in making both the commitment to sharing a professional role to help by the executive and our collective, focus, and will share their support.

ACSA NEWS

NOVEMBER 6-8, 2008

DESCRIPTION

The 97th ACSA Annual Meeting

DESIGN IS AT THE CORE OF WHAT WE TEACH AND PRACTICE
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97TH ACSA ANNUAL MEETING

DESIGN IS AT THE CORE OF WHAT WE TEACH AND PRACTICE
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ACSA in 2012.

Understanding that no concept as complex as “design” can be

The conference proposes a consideration of design across its mul-

tipl知道自己, we ask conference participants to consider the multiple values of de-

Reflections on Leadership

Developing a “Plan B” for Graduates

Design Education
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